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WordGirl Earth Day Girl (DVD)
From PBS KIDS and Paramount Home Entertainment
The WORDGIRL Earth Day Girl DVD includes eight adventures, interac-
tive games, video shorts, coloring pages and each episode introduces 
four new vocabulary words and reinforces their meanings in a variety of 
contexts. WORDGIRL Earth Day Girl will be available beginning March 30, 
2010.

Planet Earth:  Baby Penguins 
Quinlan B. Lee
These baby penguins have many adventures throughout their day! Vibrant 
and dynamic images bring the lighter side of animals' routines to life in 
this cuddly-cute board book for the very youngest readers.

Big Earth, Little Me 
Thom Wiley | Kate Endle
 Printed with organic-soy-based ink, this simple picture book with flaps is 
made for young readers. From the adorable cut paper collage illustrations 
to the simple text,  Big Earth, Little Me  is a book that thinks globally, but 
focuses locally. 
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The Magic School Bus 
And The Climate Challenge
Joanna Cole | Bruce Degen 
Only Ms. Frizzle can boil all the hoopla 
down to the scientific facts in a fun and 
informative way. With trademark simplic-
ity and wit, Joanna Cole explains why the 
earth is getting warmer, and Bruce Degen’s 
bright, action-filled illustrations make the 
science easy to understand and fun to 
learn. This team brings a new, improved 
understanding to climate change, engag-
ing kids and empowering all. Teachers will 
cheer! Kids already love the Magic School 
Bus, and the love to do what\’s right by the 
planet. At last, a way to teach the curricu-
lum and make an impact. 

Magic School Bus Science Kits 
from The Young Scientist Club
Solar Energy to the Rescue  
Ms. Frizzle and her students take Young 
Scientists on a wild ride with solar energy 
to the rescue.  Young Scientists explore the 
greenhouse effect, collect real carbon di-
oxide, recreate global warming in a bottle, 
use a solar panel to spin a fan, make a solar 
secret code, design solar spinners, watch 
solar energy inflate balloons, and much, 
much more!  Seatbelts everyone!  Get to 
the Rescue with Solar Energy! 
 
Magic School Bus Science Kits 
from The Young Scientist Club
Back in Time with the Dinosaurs  
Ms. Frizzle and her students take Young Sci-
entists on a wild ride back in time with the 
dinosaurs through these marvelous experi-
ments.  Young Scientists create a timeline, 
design a diorama, build a wooden dinosaur 
replica, make cast and mold fossils, mold 
clay dinosaur teeth, simulate a dino dig, 
fold 3D dinosaurs, and much, much more!  
Seatbelts, everyone!  Get ready to travel 
Back in Time with the Dinosaurs! 

Good Growing: 
A Kids Guide to Green Gardening 
100% Klutz Certified  |  The Editors of Klutz
A guide for the budding gardeners of 
Generation Green. From the White House 
to your house, everyone is into digging, 
planting, and getting green in the garden. 
And we’ve got just the book for you. Good 
Growing comes with a selection of ready-
to-plant seeds and a custom-designed 
Super Sprouter, engineered to get those 
seeds growing within days. Inside, the 
book is packed with kid-tested and kid-
tasted projects that will cultivate lifelong 
gardeners. The activities can be done 
year-round, in all types of climates. Ready? 
Set? Grow! 

Magic School Bus Science Kits 
from The Young Scientist Club  
Going Green
Ms. Frizzle and her students take Young 
Scientists on a wild ride by going green 
with experiments and activities that can 
Save our Earth! Young Scientists recreate 
the water cycle, build a compost tube, 
shrink plastic, magically make packing 
peanuts disappear, decompose food 
with fungus, form pulp, create new paper, 
design recycled paper shapes, learn about 
the 3 R’s, and much, much more! Seat-
belts, everyone! 
 
LeapFrog Leapster Learning Game: 
Scholastic Digging for Dinosaurs
Leapster
Discover the world of dinosaurs in six 
amazing adventures that explore how 
they looked, where they lived, what they 
ate and more Features expanded play for 
Leapster2 system, so Leapster2 players can 
connect online for extra games, activities 
and rewards, and parents can get detailed 
learning progress reports through the 
online LeapFrog Learning Path. 
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The Weather Channel: Forces of Nature
By Chana Stiefel
Forces of Nature will answer ALL of your questions about weather- 
everything from thunderous storms to earthquakes, blizzards, hur-
ricanes, and more! Featuring a foil cover and packed with EXCLU-
SIVE full-color images from The Weather Channel, this book shows 
exactly how wild weather forms, what it can do, and how to prepare 
and survive the forces of nature that can strike our planet with tips 
from TWC experts.

Down-to-Earth Guide to Global Warming
Laurie David | Cambria Gordon  
Irreverent and entertaining, Down To Earth is filled with fact about 
global warming and its disastrous consequences, loads of photos 
and illustrations, as well as suggestions for how kids can help combat 
global warming in their homes, schools, and communities. Engagingly 
designed, Down To Earth will educate and empower, leaving read-
ers with the knowledge they need to understand this problem and a 
sense of hope to inspire them into action. 

24-7 Behind the Headlines: Is It Hot Enough For You?  
24-7 Behind the Headlines
Find out about: how rising temperatures affect polar bears and other 
wild animals, race cars that run on sunlight, how cows contribute to 
climate change, and much, much more. 

You Can Save the Planet: 50 Ways You Can Make a Difference 
Jacquie Wines | Sarah Horne
This book is a call to action for children everywhere. The effects of 
pollution, global warming, and the destruction of our planet have 
never been so visible or measurable. The book introduces and 
explains massive global problems that need to be addressed now. 
It’s packed full of 50 useful things kids can do to make their homes, 
schools, and neighborhoods more environmentally friendly. 


